
Paint what you See  -not what you Know 
By Margaret Vickers 

2020 has commenced magnificently for the Lane Cove Art Society (LCAS). Acclaimed prize-winning 
artist and tutor, John Perkins was our guest demonstrator for our February meeting. He gave a 
compelling presentation. Although he has been a signwriter since the age of 14, a career he stills 
pursues, he is recognized as one of Australia’s eminent traditional oil painters. His landscapes, marine 
studies and streetscapes have won numerous awards. 

Without fanfare, John began his demonstration by talking about the materials required for oil painting. 
He had prepared a thin board by covering it with three layers of gesso to seal the surface. It covered 
an old artwork so texture was immediately obvious. A handful of well worn brushes were playfully 
introduced to the audience. They were not in their prime to the eyes of the non oil painter but to this 
experienced artist, each brush had a designated role in the painting process. The “ratty” ones were 
particularly precious as they produced interesting marks. The round brush had become flattened and 
hammering it may have helped! The small sable brush was obtained from a hardware store and the 
philbert brush had a very unusual rectangular shape ideal for linear marks. An odourless turps was 
used for thinning the artist’s quality oil paints displayed. The palette used included turquoise blue, 
ultra blue, cobalt blue, burnt sienna, titanium white, cadmium lemon, cadmium deep, yellow ochre, 
cadmium red, permanent rose and alizarin crimson. One final material John mentioned as being very 
handy related to baby wipes! They were used throughout the demonstration to wipe oil paint on or off 
as the painting emerged out of the gesso. 

The subject of the painting was from Tumut – a well known haunt of artists probably due to the 
wonderful play of light that occurs there. Poplars featured in this rather uninspiring scene. Whatever 
will John do with this setting was the thought that crossed my mind. Very soon the ordinary became 
the extraordinary. A basic composition was freely and very quickly sketched with a large brush. Baby 
wipes that had been dipped in turps were used to wipe in the blue sky and the lower pink sky. The 
white board disappeared within minutes. Once the horizon line had been located the poplars came to 
life through a combination of ultra blue, burnt sienna, yellow ochre and red gold. The “ratty” brushes 
were particularly useful in capturing the “fly away” bits of the poplar shapes. 

Painting is all about decision making. To achieve tone should paint be added or subtracted? What 
colours will inject perspective into the work? Is scale important in the objects within the scene? John 
explained as he worked that warmer colours bring the work forward so they are usually found in the 
foreground whilst cooler colours provide distance in a work so they are often used in the background. 
Found edges bring the image forward. Lost edges allow distance to be suggested. The size of the 
objects have significance. Tiny little dots were added in the distance to create a small village in the 
background of the painting. A row of very small poplars in the middleground emphasized the size of 
the foreground poplars. Their shape was bedded down into the work by bringing the sky into the 
edges of the poplars. Darker tones were added into sections of the trees suggesting form immediately. 
Herein lies the magic of painting. In just over an hour the 2D white board had been transformed into a 
magnificent 3D landscape with far horizons. 

The audience were wanting to glean as many tips as possible from this outstanding painter. Putting on 
your glasses three quarters of the way into the work would be useful! However, more telling is John’s 
advice to “paint what you SEE not what you KNOW.” 

Thankyou John for your generous and relaxed presentation. It was a delightful evening of art and a 
fabulous start to 2020 for the Lane Cove Art Society. 


